
Subject

PPD - Career and Guidance 

CULTURAL:Exploring, 
understanding and 
respecting diversity 

07 10 

CULTURAL:Participating and 
responding to cultural 
activities 

07 07 

Subject

PPD - Career and Guidance 

CULTURAL:Understanding 
and appreciating personal 
influences 

07 07 07 10 

MORAL:Developing and expressing 
personal views or values 

07 07 09 09 10 10 10 Pha Pha Pha Pha Pha Pha

Subject

PPD - Career and Guidance 

MORAL:Investigating moral 
values and ethical issues 

MORAL:Moral codes and 
models of moral virtue 

Subject

PPD - Career and Guidance 

MORAL:Recognising right 
and wrong and applying it 

07 07 09 09 09 Pha

MORAL:Understanding the 
consequences of actions 

07 07 07 07 09 09 10 10 Pha Pha Pha Pha

Subject

PPD - Career and Guidance 

SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social 
skills  

07 07 07 07 09 09 09 10 10 10 12 Pha Pha Pha Pha Pha Pha Pha Pha Pha

SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and 
resolving conflicts 

07 07 07 09 09 09 12 Pha Pha Pha Pha Pha Pha Pha Pha



Subject

PPD - Career and Guidance 

SOCIAL:Understanding how 
communities and societies function 

07 07 07 07 09 09 09 12 Pha Pha Pha Pha Pha Pha

SPIRITUAL:Developing 
personal values and beliefs 

07 10 

Subject

PPD - Career and Guidance 

SPIRITUAL:Experiencing 
fascination, awe and wonder 

SPIRITUAL:Exploring the 
values and beliefs of others 

07 07 

Subject

PPD - Career and Guidance 

SPIRITUAL:Understanding 
human feelings and 
emotions 

07 10 

SPIRITUAL:Using 
imagination and creativity in 
learning 



Subject: PPD - Career and Guidance 
Group: 07 - Year 07
Title: Stereotyping
Description: LO:  Understand that people have negative attitudes and what is meant by prejudice and stereotypes.
Be able to recognise my own and others stereotypical and prejudicial attitudes. 
Be aware of the negative consequences of prejudice and stereotypes.

Date: 07/10/2014
Selected Criteria: CULTURAL:Exploring, understanding and respecting diversity, CULTURAL:Participating and responding to cultural
activities, CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal influences, MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or
values, MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions, SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts,
SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function, SPIRITUAL:Exploring the values and beliefs of others,
SPIRITUAL:Understanding human feelings and emotions

 

Subject: PPD - Career and Guidance 
Group: 10 - Year 10
Title: Ideal lifestyle and career
Description: By the end of the lesson
All pupils will have identified their ideal life style, its cost and potential careers for the future and understand the career paths in order to
achieve them.

Date: 28/10/2014
Selected Criteria: CULTURAL:Exploring, understanding and respecting diversity, CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating
personal influences, MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values, MORAL:Understanding the consequences of
actions, SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills, SPIRITUAL:Developing personal values and beliefs,
SPIRITUAL:Understanding human feelings and emotions

 

Subject: PPD - Career and Guidance 
Group: 07 - Year 07
Title: Pop concert
Description: Pop Concert
LO:  By the end of this lesson, students will be aware of what jobs/careers are involved when arranging a pop concert.
All will be able to name a job that is involved with the concert planning
Most will comment about the different roles that are needed to stage a concert.
Some will be able to relate what is needed for a particular job.

Date: 07/10/2014
Selected Criteria: CULTURAL:Participating and responding to cultural activities, CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal
influences, MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values, MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions,



SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts, SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function
 

Subject: PPD - Career and Guidance 
Group: 07 - Year 07
Title: An intro to careers
Description: An intro into careers
LO: By the end of the lesson, students will be able to reflect on their own personal skills and qualities.
All will be able to understand what a skill and a quality is. 
Most will be able to comment on what a quality or a skill is
Some will be able to relate a skill or a quality to a specific job.

Date: 07/10/2014
Selected Criteria: CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal influences, SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using
social skills

 

Subject: PPD - Career and Guidance 
Group: 09 - Year 09
Title: Personal qualities
Description: By the end of the lesson students will have considered their personal skills and attributes.
Date: 28/10/2014
Selected Criteria: MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values, MORAL:Recognising right and wrong and applying it,
MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions, SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills,
SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts, SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function

 

Subject: PPD - Career and Guidance 
Group: 09 - Year 09
Title: Applications
Description: By the end of the lesson students will know how to apply for a part time job. 
Date: 28/10/2014
Selected Criteria: MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values, MORAL:Recognising right and wrong and applying it,
MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions, SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills,
SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts, SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function

 

Subject: PPD - Career and Guidance 
Group: 10 - Year 10
Title: Interviews
Description: By the end of the lesson students will be able to understand the main skills needed for a successful interview.
Date: 28/10/2014
Selected Criteria: MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values, MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions,
SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills

 



Subject: PPD - Career and Guidance 
Group: 10 - Year 10
Title: Role models
Description: By the end of this lesson all pupils will have identified someone that they admire and are able to explain why they admire
them.
Date: 28/10/2014
Selected Criteria: MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values, SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using
social skills

 

Subject: PPD - Career and Guidance 
Group: Phase 3
Title: Skills in a concert
Description: By the end of this lesson,
Students will be aware of
What jobs/careers are involved
When arranging a
concert
Date: 28/10/2014
Selected Criteria: MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values, MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions,
SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills

 

Subject: PPD - Career and Guidance 
Group: Phase 3
Title: Job specifications
Description: By the end of this lesson,
students will be able to find
out what qualifications are 
needed for a particular
job
Date: 28/10/2014
Selected Criteria: MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values, SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using
social skills, SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts, SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function

 

Subject: PPD - Career and Guidance 
Group: Phase 3
Title: Employment contracts
Description: By the end of this
lesson, you will be able to 
give a reason as to why 
we have to work.



Date: 28/10/2014
Selected Criteria: MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values, MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions,
SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills, SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts,
SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function

 

Subject: PPD - Career and Guidance 
Group: Phase 3
Title: Interviews
Description: By the end of this lesson
students will be able to 
confidently answer questions at a 
job interview
Date: 28/10/2014
Selected Criteria: MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values, MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions,
SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills, SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts

 

Subject: PPD - Career and Guidance 
Group: Phase 3
Title: Telephone manner
Description: By the end of the lesson, students will be able to confidently call for an application form 
Date: 28/10/2014
Selected Criteria: MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values, SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using
social skills, SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts

 

Subject: PPD - Career and Guidance 
Group: Phase 3
Title: Video resume
Description: By the end of this module, pupils will have created their own video resume.

Date: 28/10/2014
Selected Criteria: MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values, SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using
social skills, SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts, SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function

 

Subject: PPD - Career and Guidance 
Group: 07 - Year 07
Title: Interviews
Description: LO:  This lesson will teach you how to prepare and confidently take part in a job interview.
All will be able to state one interview question.
Most will be able to name something that you shouldn't do at an interview 
Some will be able to relate certain questions to certain jobs.



Date: 07/10/2014
Selected Criteria: MORAL:Recognising right and wrong and applying it, MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions,
SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills

 

Subject: PPD - Career and Guidance 
Group: 07 - Year 07
Title: Careers recap
Description: LO: By the end of this lesson, we will have recalled everything that we have talked about in the last 5 weeks.
All will be able to know what the jobs market is
Most will be able to comment on what is available to them
Some will be able to relate their own skills to the job market

Date: 07/10/2014
Selected Criteria: MORAL:Recognising right and wrong and applying it, MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions,
SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills, SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts,
SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function, SPIRITUAL:Developing personal values and beliefs,
SPIRITUAL:Exploring the values and beliefs of others

 

Subject: PPD - Career and Guidance 
Group: 09 - Year 09
Title: Covering letters
Description: By the end of the lesson students will know how to write a well structured covering letter and job application form.
Date: 28/10/2014
Selected Criteria: MORAL:Recognising right and wrong and applying it, SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills,
SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts, SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function

 

Subject: PPD - Career and Guidance 
Group: Phase 3
Title: Skills and qualities
Description:  By the end of this lesson you will be able to reflect on your own skills and qualities.
Date: 28/10/2014
Selected Criteria: MORAL:Recognising right and wrong and applying it, MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions,
SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills, SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts,
SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function

 

Subject: PPD - Career and Guidance 
Group: 07 - Year 07
Title: Jobs in our area
Description: Jobs in our area



LO:  By the end of this lesson, you will understand that not all jobs are on your doorstep. 
All will be able to name a type of job in Medway
Most will be able to name a type of job out of the area.
Some will be able to relate a type of job to an area

Date: 07/10/2014
Selected Criteria: SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills, SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and
societies function

 

Subject: PPD - Career and Guidance 
Group: 12 - Year 12
Title: Careers fair
Description: Trip to Bluewater careers fair
Date: 28/10/2014
Selected Criteria: SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills, SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving
conflicts, SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function

 

Subject: PPD - Career and Guidance 
Group: Phase 3
Title: Job searching
Description: By the end of the lesson, students will be confident in where to look for Employment, Apprenticeships and Training
Date: 28/10/2014
Selected Criteria: SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills, SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving
conflicts, SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function

 

Subject: PPD - Career and Guidance 
Group: Phase 3
Title: Future plans
Description: By the end of the lesson, students will have reflected on job search and have a plan for the future.
Date: 28/10/2014
Selected Criteria: SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills, SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving
conflicts, SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function

 



Criteria Covered by Groups
 

07 - Year 07:
SMSC
   CULTURAL:Exploring, understanding and respecting diversity
   CULTURAL:Participating and responding to cultural activities
   CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal influences
   MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values
   MORAL:Recognising right and wrong and applying it
   MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions
   SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills 
   SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts
   SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function
   SPIRITUAL:Developing personal values and beliefs
   SPIRITUAL:Exploring the values and beliefs of others
   SPIRITUAL:Understanding human feelings and emotions

 

09 - Year 09:
SMSC
   MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values
   MORAL:Recognising right and wrong and applying it
   MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions
   SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills 
   SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts
   SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function

 

10 - Year 10:
SMSC
   CULTURAL:Exploring, understanding and respecting diversity
   CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal influences
   MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values
   MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions
   SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills 
   SPIRITUAL:Developing personal values and beliefs
   SPIRITUAL:Understanding human feelings and emotions

 

12 - Year 12:
SMSC
   SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills 
   SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts
   SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function

 

Phase 3:
SMSC
   MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values
   MORAL:Recognising right and wrong and applying it
   MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions
   SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills 
   SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts
   SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function




